Impacts of High Rx Prices to Hawaii Residents

- **91,549** Hawaii residents diagnosed with cancer.¹
- **89,499** Hawaii residents have diabetes.¹
- **80,642** Hawaii residents have asthma & or COPD.¹*

Between 2015 and 2020, the price of these name brand drugs increased:

- **Revlimid** treats forms of cancer
  - from **$185,574/yr** to **$267,583/yr²**

- **Victoza** treats diabetes
  - from **$7,936/yr** to **$11,300/yr²**

- **Spiriva Handihaler** treats asthma/COPD
  - from **$3,886/yr** to **$5,289/yr²**

It is outrageous for Americans to pay more than 3 times what people in other countries pay for the same medicines.

**Congress: Stop unfair drug prices.**

Sources & Notes:
*Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)